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NABA-TC MEETING
Dec 14, 2017
Washington, DC

John Ball, Turner | WBU-IMCG Chair
The World Broadcasting Unions – International
Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG) convened in Luxembourg 30 Nov – 1 Dec for its biannual Forum. SES hosted the event at their Betzdorf Headquarters for two days presenting and discussing important and timely industry topics. Over
80 delegates/participants included programmers,
broadcasters, satellite, cyber security, social media,
and equipment suppliers. SES was our
gracious host and
was very accommodating from the
planning
stage
through to the end
of forum and the
tours.

against cyber attacks. Defending against attacks is
especially important given our industry appears to
be an attractive target owning to the amount of
successful attacks received over the past 18
months.
Next was a presentation of thoughts and challenges
on Mixing SDR content with HDR content in Live
Broadcast, by Dr. Maciej Pedzisz of Ericsson. He
illustrated very interesting approaches to production with examples of
how this could be technically achieved.

The next panel, 5G for
Video, moderated by
Darko Ratkaj, Sr. Project
Mgr, Technology and
Innovation, EBU, sparked
interesting
discussion
Ruy Pinto, SES CIO
amongst the panelists and
and Deputy CTO
questions from the audiopened the Forum
ence. It was quite interwith remarks on
esting to learn of the
industry evolution
promises that 5G are to
and keys to remainbring, but the realistic
ing relevant in the
timing is actually further
pace of technology
out in the cycle than most
change. Ruy comlead us to believe. The
pared drawing from
prediction is that LTE/4G
the traditional apwill continue to dominate
Ruy Pinto, CIO & Deputy CTO, SES , Opened the
proach to 15+ years
for the next 8 to 15 years
WBU-IMCG Forum at SES
of asset planning to
globally while 5G begins
today’s
much
rolling out in 2019/20
shorter cycles on satellites and ground segment.
commercially. An interesting statistic: 60 percent
“Our industry is experiencing a new renaissance
of the mobile traffic today is video with the projecand the need to continue to drive the efforts fortion of reaching 78 percent by 2021.
ward.”
Following lunch, Nigel Fry, Head, Distribution,
We led the first day with the panel on Cyber SecuBBC World Service, provided a working group
rity moderated by John Lee, NABA-TC Chair and
update on WBU Intentional Interference to SatelDigital Engineering Consultant for Fox. The panel
lite Services. We’re still occasionally experiencing
included service and technology providers and
intentional jamming attempts and this body of
broadcaster perspective on the increasing needs to
work from the WG is leading the way to address
be proactive and the measures practiced to protect
this globally.
Continued on Next Page...
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The next two panels honed directly in on
the satellite industry: Making Satellites
Better – Innovations in Traditional Satellite Services from Broadcasters, moderated
by Jeff Young, Legal Counsel & Business/
Technical Advisor, NHK and Making Satellites Invisible – Seamless integration of
Satellite for IP Video Transport, moderated by Oscar Teran, Head, Technology &
Solutions, Eurovision. The panelists on
both sessions provided an outlook on the
trends and practical advances with satellite
spacecraft and the fast growing move to
blend ground and satellite services that
provide robust solutions serving different
market sectors. Following that was a lively
debate on the sensitive topic of C-band
frequency protection with recent announcements from Intelsat and SES.
The next section of our program focused
on HEVC, beginning with an update from
Tom Gibbon, Legal Counsel & Business/
Technical Advisor, NHK. Tom is leading
the HEVC Interoperability Test Program,
which is progressing well with 5 manufacturers signed on and a neutral testing facility to be provided by Intelsat. IMCG established a Broadcaster Advisory Group to
set and agree on the technical parameters
with formal tests targeted for March/April
2018.
The next topic was HEVC: Will Skinny
Video Help Your Content, moderated by
Sara Shepherd, Assignments Editor, Mobile Journalism and Innovation, BBC
News.
The panelists had interesting
thoughts on the challenges ahead, from

addressing the licensing costs to timeframe
of implementation. Certainly we will see
advantages in contribution, with the ability
to reduce the data rate significantly providing quality live feeds over various transport options. Distribution to the consumer
is much further down the road, given the
life cycle for consumer platform technology migration at 10+ years, typically due
to cost of replacement.
We closed the day with a Mobile IP Standardization Project Update by Bogdan
Frusina, Founder, Dejero Labs, which included feedback from surveys received
and an outline of the next steps.
An enjoyable evening followed with SES
providing dinner that concluded the night,
and a winter feel was also provided with
the surprise of snow that came in.
We began Day 2 with panel topic Broadcasting – Looking into the Future of a
Connected World, moderated by Michael
McEwen, Director-General, NABA. The
panelists from Google and Microsoft provided informative presentations and
thoughts on the combination of our respective industries, working together to the
common drive of meeting consumer needs
and expectations. This will be an exciting
path, we look forward to working together.
The next two sessions were increasingly
relevant and growing topics, VR and 360
for News, moderated by Dr. Vinoba Vinayagamoorthy, R&D Engineer, BBC and
Artificial Intelligence (AI), moderated by

Making Satellites Better—Innovations in Traditional Satellite Services
for Broadcasters Panel—Moderated by Jeff Young, NHK

Morten Brandstrup, Head, News Technology, TV2. The perspectives and comments
by the VR/360 panelists highlighted areas
that were note that obvious for some of us,
such as the complexities of tailoring
broadcast content for VR consumers. The
AI panel presented examples of how machine learning is being implemented in the
broadcast and programming sector. Both
IBM and Microsoft provided specific use
cases and outcomes from sporting and
news events to creative production.
Over the two days, we had several demos
that included CellSat from Dejero/Intelsat,
SatCube, Ericsson SDR/HDR, SES Ultra
HD and 360. The demos were quite successful and we will look to continue to
include demos in our future Forums.
We closed the day with the announcement
of the Spring Forum being hosted by
Turner in Atlanta May 30-31. The feedback was positive on the topics covered.
The forum success is credited to the work
of Anh Ngo (NABA), Vice-Chairs Joe
Shimizu (NHK) and Kazimir Bacic
(HRT), Tom Gibbon (NHK) and Jeff
Young (NHK), and members of the planning team for the efforts and commitment
of the presenters, moderators and panelists.
We are very grateful for the hospitality
and assistance that SES provided over the
two days and quite honestly, raised the bar
very high. ∎

VR and 360 for News Panel
Moderated by: Dr. Vinoba Vinayagamoorthy, BBC
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this issue of NABAcaster,
and if you’re interested in
viewing the workshop
presentations, please click here to go to
our website where they are posted.

Director-General’s Report

Michael McEwen, NABA
The fall months
have been a busy
and productive
time for NABA.
While there has
not been a defining moment or
project in the
pasts months, a
combination of work in progress and some
deliverables have kept our committees and
working groups (WG) very active.
Cyber Security continues to dominate our
schedule. The Cyber Security WG, under
John Lee’s (Fox) guidance, has updated
our recommendations to vendors and suppliers outlining broadcaster requirements
for equipment and services. This work has
been approved by the Technical Committee and our Board of Directors. We are
now working with our partners in the
World Broadcasting Unions (WBU) to
harmonize our recommendations with their
work so we can offer the supplier community a global requirements document that
would find its way into RFIs and RFPs.
We anticipate this work to be completed
by the end of the year.
The NABA Cyber Security WG will then
turn to producing a Cyber Hygiene document focusing on best practices and operational issues for companies big and small.
Combined with vendor recommendations,
these will be powerful tools in helping us
to keep our services secure in a world
which is increasingly vulnerable to security breaches.
In mid-October, NABA, along with our
industry partners (AIMS, SMPTE and
VSF), held a very successful Media over
IP (MoIP) Workshop hosted by NBCU in
New York. It was a good day which focused on the user (broadcaster) experience
to date and the developing tools broadcasters will have at their disposal as they transition to MoIP. It is clear that over the next
few years this area will be on our collective agenda. To this end, NABA has become an AIMS partner to promote IP technology and demonstrate its benefits. We
will also look for future Workshop opportunities. Read more about the MoIP Workshop in Thomas Bause Mason’s article in

The Radio Committee (RC) has successfully created a new Working Group called
Next-Generation Radio. This group combines the work on Digital Radio and FM
Chip activation in smartphones and adds
the car dashboard, hybrid radio and other
next generation features that will become
the new normal for radio. The WG is
chaired by Michael Beach, Vice-President,
Distribution at NPR. While each element
of their mandate is important, the RC felt
that these elements shouldn’t be examined
in isolation of others and that in fact the
transition to the Next Generation is happening on many fronts at the same time, so
a holistic approach is the best approach.
RC Chair, Paul Brenner from Emmis, will
have a full RC meeting in January to review this WG's mandate and deliverables.
Good luck to Michael and his WG as they
begin their challenging assignment.
The Resilience and Risk Committee
(RRC) under Chair John Moore (Fox) and
Vice-Chair Rodney North (CBS) have met
with their sub-committee chairs to review
their mandate and work plan. While everyone agreed this work has value, given the
demands of RRC members' day jobs, their
challenge has been to find the time needed
to meet in sub-committees to review best
practices and produce guidelines based on
their assessed need.
However, the RRC leadership recognized
the value of sharing best practices and
experiences in the context of meeting their
counterparts from other companies with
similar challenges. To that end, they have
recommended that their mandate be
changed to reflect this, and will segue to a
new process which features two face-toface roundtable meetings a year. The
meetings will be designed to cover a wide
range of risk and resilience issues and experiences. Should follow up be required of
the Committee, a special group would be
tasked with that job to report at the next
roundtable. The Board has approved this
format and the first roundtable is scheduled for March 7th at Fox in Los Angeles. The RRC will run in this manner for
the next year to 18 months and then evalu-

ate whether this initiative is delivering
what the group wanted to achieve.
The Legal Committee (LC) continues to be
focused on the Broadcaster Treaty at the
World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO). Although the results of our efforts, and those of our WBU members,
have borne little result in the last year or
so, there is now a concerted effort by both
the WBU and WIPO officials to see
whether a Diplomatic Conference is
achievable by 2019. WIPO Committee
meetings next May and a General Assembly next fall will be crucial to achieving a
Diplomatic Conference. And of course, the
member countries of WIPO need to favour
this effort. We have been at this work a
long time; if we continue to have a lack of
progress, then our commitment and strategy will need to be reassessed. Next year
will be important.
The LC has a watching brief on NAFTA
negotiations for changes which may impact the cultural industries. They are also
keeping a watching brief on devices like
“Roku”, which can steal broadcaster signals with considerable revenue impact.
This situation will only become more challenging with streaming services and other
internet offerings.
The Technical Committee (TC) will meet
on December 14th in Washington to set
their agenda for the upcoming year ahead.
Although the TC hasn’t met since the end
of August, their sub-committees have been
busy. Repack costs in Canada have been a
continuing focus and the TC will be looking to brief both Canadian and Mexican
officials on repack costs (as a result of the
U.S. spectrum auction) for border stations
in both countries. In addition, a second
briefing on the market-driven rollout of
ATSC 3.0 will be given to those same officials. These briefings should happen in
January.
NABA responded to a FCC Notice of Inquiry concerning the potential of opening
up C-band (3.7 to 4.2 MHz) to IMT services. We have long opposed this intrusion
into traditional broadcast spectrum, which
is the backbone of our broadcast satellite
distribution of signals in the U.S., Mexico
and Canada.
Continued on Next Page...
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We have done studies that demonstrate the
interference consequences of such activity
and the potential cost to broadcasters and
their operations. It is too soon to assess
where the FCC may go next on this subject, but we will remain vigilant through
our spectrum sub-committee and take action as appropriate. To date we see no
benefit to sharing this spectrum with other
services.
We briefed Canadian government officials
on the benefits of activating the FM Chip
in smartphones in early November. While
Canada has been slow to see FM Chip
activation, great strides have been made in
Mexico and there is very encouraging
growth in the U.S. While there is obvious
commercial and service benefit to FM
Chip activation, the core benefit is public
service in times of natural or man-made
disasters where cell service may not be
possible but local radio is still available as
the mobile phone becomes the radio receiver. A pretty compelling argument from
my point of view.
In addition, CBC/Radio-Canada’s Julie
Bergeron attended the ITU Study Group 6
meetings this past fall and presented the
Digital Radio Report, which recommended
voluntary adoption of HD Radio as the
North America digital radio standard. The
ITU took note of this initiative - our thanks
to Julie.
The TC will organize a Cloud Workshop,
in early 2018 potentially adjacent to our

2018 AGM (more on the AGM later).
with the focus on: what works, what doesn’t, challenges and opportunities. This
event will open a discussion that is likely
to dominate a lot of our TC work over the
coming year - thanks to John Lee.
Our Board of Directors met in Mexico
City on November 14th, hosted by Sergio
Sarmiento and TV Azteca. It was an excellent meeting that included a briefing by
Sergio on the regulatory framework currently evolving in Mexico, the net effect
being an easing of some of the previous
onerous requirements but the situation is
still very much in flux. This kind of regulatory sharing and awareness is important
for all members, no matter which country
they’re from, since it informs their company of a North American regulatory environment and the potential benefits and/or
impacts.
Likewise, Leonardo Ramos from Televisa
gave a technical and operational briefing
on some of the current issues, including
repack challenges and the potential impact
of ATSC 3.0 on border communities. It is
clear that Mexico is a long way from
ATSC 3.0 implementation, as is Canada,
with both countries looking to the U.S.
market rollout for best practice lessons and
market take up.

deal with MoIP and how to get the right
balance was clearly evident throughout our
discussions, as well as the challenges of
introducing ATSC 3.0 into the U.S. market. There are a lot of opportunities, a lot
of challenges and clearly a lot of unknowns. We live in interesting times.
The Board accepted with pleasure the offer
from Disney | ABC to host our AGM
March 8th and 9th in Los Angeles (please
save the dates), and the Board will have a
teleconference in late January in preparation for the AGM.
So as the year ends, we can look back to a
most satisfactory and productive 2017. All
of this reminds me that we as a broadcast
community are not only connected nationally and in our North American region, but
indeed we are intertwined with the global
broadcast community. Our issues are their
issues and their issues ours. The more we
can share, work together on solutions, and
effect regional and global positions, the
better off we are. To paraphrase McLuhan
“think globally, act locally.”
Season’s Greetings to you and your families, our very best wishes for the New
Year ahead. ∎

This led to a wide ranging industry discussion led by our President, Richard Friedel
(Fox). A lot of concern about the need for
a different skill base in our workforce to

Media over IP Workshop Overview - October 16, 2017
Thomas Bause Mason, Open Media
Consulting
In April 2017, NABA published the
NABA Media over IP (MoIP) report from
the NABA MoIP Sub-Committee (SC), a
yearlong effort to investigate MoIP technologies and broadcasters’ MoIP needs.
The report focuses on live production infrastructure in broadcast facilities, live
content exchange between facilities and
live content exchange between remote
locations like sport and news events.
NABA conducted a member survey in the
summer of 2016 and its findings supported

the drafting of the report. Most importantly, during the drafting process, the
NABA MoIP SC collected and documented a number of consensus decisions
and recommendations for the NABA
Technical Committee (TC) as well as
NABA broadcasters. One of the recommendations, which received a lot of attention, was the need to conduct an educational workshop for North American
broadcasters on the transition from traditional to IP-based live production infrastructure.
Triggered by the recommendation of the
report to educate broadcasters on profes-

sional MoIP to help in their transition to
IP, NABA decided to organize a MoIP
workshop. The goal was to create a user
focused, full day event where broadcasters
could get concrete examples of MoIP implementations, be part of a discussion
among users as well as vendors on the
state and future directions of MoIP, and
get educational resources. NABA also
decided that it was important for the success of the workshop to partner with other
industry organizations, who are active in
MoIP, to support harmonization across the
industry and to broaden the outreach to
Continued on Next Page...
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users and to vendors as well. With the support of AIMS, SMPTE, and VSF, a joint
workshop was scheduled for the 16th of
October 2017, adjacent to NAB East in
New York. As an industry event, the
workshop was based on, and to further the
adoption of, the AIMS guidelines, VSF
and AMWA specifications and SMPTE
standards, specifically, SMPTE ST 2110
as well as AMWA NMOS (IS04, IS05,
IS06).

used for live content production today. In
the future, OB vans will likely move to
SMPTE ST 2110 with commodity hardware and one such implementation from
Europe was presented at the workshop.
The situation looks different for existing
large-scale broadcast facilities. A small
number of companies have started to swap
out their SDI video routers for large central IP switches which are mainly based on
specialized IP technology. ASPEN or
SMPTE ST 2022-6 are used for transport
of media content on redundant fiber connectivity. The motivation for this change is
better scalability of IP switches compared
to SDI routers and with it lower costs over
time when switching capacity needs to be

facilities is enabled by the SMPTE ST
2059 set of standards and both projects are
considering implementing AMWA NMOS
for flow management. Full IP facilities are
built to implement more scalable, flexible,
and agile infrastructure but they are also
seen as a pre-requisite for the move away
from specialized to commodity hardware
with software only applications. This is in
turn a pre-step to virtualization of broadcast systems to allow the move into the
cloud, on-premise or off-premise or as a
hybrid of both.

The planning of the workshop came together in less than six months with NBCUniversal stepping up to host the event.
No existing cloud deployments were disThe workshop opened with a keynote adcussed at the workshop but the move to the
dress by NBCUniversal's CTO and SVP of
cloud is clearly on the mind of broadcastEngineering, Keith Jackson, followed by a
ers today, especially if they are building
NABA workshop
full IP facilities.
introduction. On
The conversations
the program were
during the event
sessions on MoIP
focused on the
standards
and
promise of pooled
specifications
and
centralized
from AIMS, VSF,
resources, which
AMWA
and
can be assigned
SMPTE. Next, a
on-demand
to
collection of presspecific control
entations
disrooms or other
cussed
real-life
live TV producimplementations
tion
facilities,
of MoIP in OB
which is very atvans and TV protractive. The posduction facilities.
sibility to spin up
A discussion about
any numbers of
cloud implementasoftware
based
tions and its chalsystems in virtual
lenges followed.
machines (VMs)
Thomas Bause Mason, Open Media Consulting, Introduces the MoIP Workshop
The
workshop
or
co ntainers
p r o gr am
co n based on workcluded with sessions on education and how
extended. Currently SDI/IP gateways tie
flow needs within minutes will allow the
organization will change when IP infrathose centralized IP switches into an otherpreviously mentioned scalable, flexible,
structure is implemented, and touched on
wise SDI based facility, but these IP isand agile broadcast facility. This all promthe gaps and what's needed to make MoIP
lands are seen as the first step in the move
ises a more efficient use of resources and
successful today and for the near future.
to MoIP and, over time, IP infrastructure
therefore cost savings which will help
The workshop featured excellent presentawill be extended. Once more IP native
broadcasters to stay profitable in a very
tions from companies like FOX, NBCUniequipment becomes available, SDI infracompetitive market.
versal, CBC/Radio-Canada, and tpc, just to
structure will be replaced step-by-step
name a few, and sparked good discussion
with IP networks and IP equipment.
But to get there, several hurdles need to be
among the presenters and the audience.
overcome. Among them is the need to
Green fielding a broadcast facility is a
achieve the performance currently realized
Let's look at some of the information from
major opportunity for broadcasters to build
by discrete specialized broadcast producthe workshop. MoIP is coming and OB
full IP infrastructure. Two large scale protion equipment in the cloud.
vans seem to be the low hanging fruit for
jects, one in Canada and one in Europe,
adoption due to their small infrastructure
were presented at the workshop. Both are
The implementation of virtualized FPGAs
scale. Several examples of full featured IP
based on SMPTE ST 2110 and plan to be
(Field Programmable Gate Array) is
trucks were discussed, most with specialon the air at the end of 2019 / beginning of
Continued on Next Page...
ized IP technology. These OB vans are
2020. IP-based synchronization in these
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essential for the move to the cloud, at least
as it is today for an operator to walk up to
proach where production networks are
as a stopgap measure until software only
a piece of equipment and perform direct
physically separate from IT and therefore
application on top of commodity hardware
manual tasks. The computer screen and
outside networks. Workshop participants
are powerful enough to fulfill the broadsystem dashboards will be the way to plan,
expect that the need for a security discuscaster’s performance requirements without
implement and maintain your infrastrucsion will increase once broadcasters move
FPGAs. Another topic discussed is the
ture. The beloved patch panel of tradisystems into datacenters and the cloud.
need for multiple VMs to share common
tional SDI-based infrastructure may be
Security is a very important topic for
server hardware like CPU, GPU, memory,
replaced by an IP switch, robbing operabroadcasters especially after several recent
and network adapters. Bottlenecks can
tors of a handy tool to quickly re-route
high-profile security breaches in the media
occur if several applications request the
signals or connect systems on a manual
industry. Several initiatives are underway
same server resources concurrently which
and ad-hoc basis. “Change Management”
in the industry to address the security conin turn can affect network traffic and as a
can make it easier for organizational memcerns and to establish best practices.
result can create latency, jitter, and packet
bers and teams to implement organizaloss. An additional discussion topic at the
tional changes stemming from the transiAs a general take away, over the next couworkshop was the move away from monotion to MoIP. Several pain points were
ple of years, it is expected that more and
lithic software applications to micro serbrought up by presenters of MoIP implemore broadcasters will adopt some form of
vices. This software architecture approach
mentations. The lack of tools to easily
live MoIP infrastructure for TV production
offers a more flexible way of defining
determine points of failure in IP infrastrucin facilities. Some broadcasters may even
separate
choose to
broadcast
build full
system funcIP facilitions as indeties from
pendent softt h e
ware pieces
ground
which
can
up
to
communicate
m o v e
with
each
a w a y
other through
f r o m
web service
specialcalls or other
ized sysmeans. It entems and
ables a more
tradiefficient way
tional
to deploy just
interface
the software
techno lfunctions
ogy altoneeded for a
gether. It
specific task
may enin the data
a b l e
Michael McEwen, NABA, Closing the MoIP Workshop
center
or
them to
cloud instead
utilize
of deploying a monolithic software with
ture was mentioned. The absence of mainthe efficiencies of cloud technology and to
all available functions. It will also enable a
tenance tools to monitor network traffic
create a truly flexible, scalable, and agile
more effective way of maintaining soft(especially video, audio, and data signals)
broadcast facility. The joint NABA,
ware and updating just the pieces which
was brought up. These gaps are, to a part,
AIMS, VSF, SMPTE workshop was
were modified by a software revision.
currently filled by the adoption of open
highly informative and a great forum to
source tools which are not necessarily suitdiscuss the current state of the industry in
On an organizational and educational
able for professional operation of IP infraregards to Media over IP. All participants
level, the workshop discussed changes
structure. Lastly, the way how infrastrucagreed that the workshop was a success
which may come to operators when MoIP
ture is built will change once large monoand the need to educate broadcasters on
technology is adopted. While the feedback
lithic SDI routers are replaced by multiMoIP technologies will only increase.
was that not much will change for an opswitch environments, which may be strucerator in OB vans, at least for now, more
tured very differently from today’s SDI
Video of the presentations from the MoIP
changes may come to operators in largeenvironments.
Workshop can be found on our website:
scale facilities, depending on the scale of
http://nabanet.com/media-over-ip/ ∎
the MoIP deployment. This is especially
The security topic was discussed during
true when systems are moving into the
the workshop as well but most MoIP imcloud or datacenter. It will not be as easy
plementations use a walled garden apPage | 6
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NABA Members Working Together to Provide a Solution
Cellular and Satellite: Broadcast Technology’s New Dream Team
Bogdan Frusina, Dejero
When we think about how newsgathering
has evolved over the years, there are some
technologies that have remained relevant
even as new ones
emerge. It’s easy to
argue that satellite
has been the primary
platform for the coverage of live news
and events from the
field. However, in
recent years, cellular
bonding has definitely made a case for
itself. Not only is it
less expensive and
easy to use, it’s also
allowed broadcasters
to cover news and
events from locations
they might otherwise
not have been able to
cover.
On one hand, satellite
is reliable, but capacity may be challenging to book when competing with other
broadcasters for available bandwidth dur-

ing a major event. On the other hand, cellular network congestion and availability
in some locations brings broadcasters a
new set of challenges. What if there was a
solution that took the best of both trans-

How CellSat Works

mission paths and blended them into one?
Dejero and Intelsat have partnered to do
just that.

The recently announced Dejero CellSat
solution intelligently blends cellular connectivity from multiple mobile network
providers with Ku-band IP satellite connectivity from Intelsat. By blending cellular with satellite
connectivity, CellSat ensures broadcast journalists will
be able to confidently deliver their
live shot, no matter
where they are.
Broadcasters now
have the option of
going live with cellular alone, or
seamlessly switch
over to a blended
cellular and satellite
solution for added
reliability if they
experience cellular
congestion, are in a
poor cellular coverage area, or need a mission-critical shot.
Currently available in the US and Canada,
Dejero and Intelsat plan to roll out the
solution to other regions in 2018. ∎

NABA Radio Committee Gets a Next-Gen Radio Working Group
Jenn Hadfield, NABA
The NABA Radio Committee is excited to
launch a new Working Group – The NextGen Radio Working Group (NGR WG).
The mission of the NGR WG is to identify
and take advantage of new opportunities
for broadcasters (e.g. ever-evolving smartphones and auto receiver tech, etc.), with
the goal of maintaining radio’s pre-

eminent status as the preferred provider of
local info and entertainment.
NABA Radio Committee Acting-Chair
Paul Brenner (President NextRadio - Emmis Communications) says “this is a great
way to move forward and to maintain
awareness of important changes in our
industry.”

The NGR WG will continue the work of
the two previous NABA-RC working
groups (FM Chips in Smartphones, and
Digital Radio).
Many thanks to Michael Beach (VP, Distribution—NPR) who stepped up to chair
the NGR WG, and to David Layer (Senior
Director, Advanced Engineering - NAB)
for his work on the mandate. ∎
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Richard Friedel and Bob Ross to Receive Lifetime Achievement Award
at the 69th Annual Technology & Engineering Emmy® Awards
Ashley Lloyd Spanton, NABA
Congratulations are being sent to NABA
President Richard Friedel (Executive Vice
-President and GM, FOX Networks Engineering and Operations) and former
NABA President Bob Ross (former Senior Vice-President, CBS Broadcasting),
who are being honoured with a Lifetime
Achievement Award at the 69th Annual
Technology & Engineering Emmy®
Awards that will take place in partnership
with the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) at their annual NAB Show
on Sunday, April 8th, 2018 in Las Vegas,
NV.
The Technology & Engineering Emmy
Awards recognize talented and innovative
leaders and companies who have had an
incredible impact on the world of television. Both Richard and Bob have been
instrumental in setting the standard for
technological advancement in television
during their distinguished careers and
NABA is privileged to have had their invaluable insights as part of our Board of
Directors. ∎

“NABA extends a warm hearted
congratulations to past President
Bob Ross and current President
Richard Friedel for each of them
receiving a Lifetime Achievement Emmy. So well deserved in
so many ways,” says Michael
McEwen, Director-General,
NABA. “On a personal note; I
have had the privilege of working with both of them on the
NABA files over many years and
they constantly demonstrated
leadership in bringing the industry together to solve technical,
operational, and common regulatory and business issues. In
short, they are terrific broadcast
leaders and I celebrate their
awards.”

Richard Friedel

Bob Ross

NABA Welcomes New Member Dell Technologies
We are very pleased to welcome Dell Technologies as an Affiliate Member to NABA. You all know them
for their computers, but they are also expanding into the cloud, archives, and services business, which complements our work within NABA. We look forward to Dell’s participation on our NABA committees, and
also with the World Broadcasting Unions International Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG) Forums.

NABA and AIMS Form a Formal Liaison
After successfully partnering for the Media over IP (MoIP) workshop in New York this past October
(see article by Thomas Bause Mason), NABA has entered into a formal liaison agreement with the
Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) to bring together their common goals and vision for the technology roadmap for IP. This liaison creates a partnership to share insight about best practices for IP
technology between manufacturers and broadcasters.
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Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

Dec 7 - 8

EBU 79th General Assembly

Geneva, Switzerland

Dec 9 - 13

ASBU Executive Council Meeting & General Assembly

Tunis, Tunisia

Dec 13

ATSC BoD Meeting

New York, NY

Dec 14

NABA Technical Committee (NABA-TC) Meeting

Washington, DC

Jan 9-12

CES 2018

Las Vegas, NV

Jan 16 - 18

ATSC TG Meetings

San Diego, CA

Jan 17

NABA Radio Committee (NABA-RC) Meeting

[ Teleconference ]

Jan 17 - 26

ITU-R: Task Group 5/1 - WRC-19 Agenda Item 1.13

Geneva, Switzerland

Jan 30 - Feb 1

EBU Production Technology Seminar 2018

Geneva, Switzerland

Jan 30

NABA Board of Directors (BoD) Meeting

[ Teleconference ]

Jan 31

NABA Legal Committee (NABA-LC) Meeting

[ Teleconference ]

A complete list of upcoming events is available at: www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/calendar/calendar.asp

The NABAcaster newsletter is available online at:
www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/newsletter/NABAcaster.asp
Copyright © 2017 North American Broadcasters Association. All rights reserved.
Photos and images are courtesy of Bogdan Frusina, Ashley Lloyd Spanton and Anh Ngo.
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